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University Press of Kansas. Hardback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Bay Cities and Water
Politics: The Battle for Resources in Boston and Oakland, Sarah S. Elkind, Near the end of the
nineteenth century, the cities of Boston and Oakland each faced environmental crises of water
contamination and shortages that existing regional agencies could not solve. How these two cities
resolved their water problems is the basis of a comparative history that provides valuable insights
into urban development and explores the political implications and environmental impacts of
regionalism. Water defined the limits to growth of these bay cities and, as Sarah Elkind
demonstrates, water supply and sewage disposal were two aspects of a single problem. Each city
opted to abandon municipal water and sewer networks for metropolitan systems that crossed
county lines and were administered by regional agencies. These agencies increased the cities' access
to water resources, but, as Elkind shows, urban expansion and adoption of regionalism also
decreased voter control over utilities and policies, and spread the environmental costs of
urbanization far beyond city limits. Combining insights from urban, western, and environmental
history, Elkind examines the ways that people's reactions to their natural surroundings drive both
demand for improved public...
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Reviews
Here is the best ebook we have read through right up until now. I could possibly comprehended every thing out of this written e pdf. Its been written in an
remarkably easy way and is particularly only following i finished reading through this ebook by which in fact changed me, change the way i really believe.
-- Etha Pollich
This is the very best publication we have read through right up until now. It is one of the most incredible book we have read through. Once you begin to
read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Miss Celia Volkma n
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